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Judge this cover sales

I thought the book would take me to a place. It didn't seem to depict all the action, emotions, or environments so that I looked as if I was standing in the same room or place. It also seemed very one-sided. I think most books are, but I didn't feel like the author saw it deeply in himself why things saw it. Really, a lot of it was written as if she were a victim, but from the personality of
the book, I don't think she would agree. I once laughed or thought the author had the courage to share some of her sexuality in the book. But I didn't really understand all the intentions of it and sometimes it was hard to follow. I think this book had more potential. It didn't flow well enough for my taste. (Photo: Nat Lim / Prince Williams / Karwai Tan / WireImage) Oh... All right...
Booty goddess Brittany Renner recently released a memoir of the mysterious (celebrity) sex capades, and now that people have got them in the mail, they have had time to guess who she did and didn't break between covers. In the past, Renner has been romantically linked to Lil Uzi Vale, Tekashi 6ix9ine, Drake and Colin Kaepernick. Brittany seems to put a side to the chapter of
her Instagram post. She says under a photo of Lil Uzi Vale - 'Chapter 7. I swallowed your child twice by noon, I call it a champion's breakfast. ' Furthermore, she confirmed that she gave Tekashi obvious booty??? Brittany Renner may be stirring the pot with people speculating what she did WHAT in her memoirs - and we must admit, the claim is spicy! It suggests that he flew
himself to see Kaepernick and Smash, and he dumped her! Oh, and people now Brittany killed Trey Songs. Are you reading to see for yourself? hit the flip to see how other people are reacting to Brittany Renner's Pun Odyssey. Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Stock Photo Brittany is gorgeous inside and out. I was able to resonate with her, looking for
love in all the wrong places. She was intelligent and talented and I was shocked to learn about her scholarship situation. I was so angry because you shouldn't give up too much for a guy. As a deeply loving person, I could see she had a good heart. They are the people who are used, even if they participate somey willingly in stupidity/relationships. I wanted this to be edited with
the last Brittany gorgeous inside and out. I was able to resonate with her, looking for love in all the wrong places.Intelligent and talented, I was shocked to know the status of her scholarship. I was so angry because you shouldn't give up too much for a guy. As a deeply loving person, I could see she had a good heart. They are the people who are used, even if they participate
somey willingly in stupidity/relationships. I hope this was edited in the last sweep of the fine tooth comb, there are some small spellings and grammatical errors. As for the men, they are all decoded, Hector was the easiest to decode, it was so obvious. She also posted a clip of her audible reading of that chapter, in a screenshot of her IG, face time with him. I also thought that the
last chapter of thought was a very unenorable and unorganized kind. I included the book longer and more people. Quick reads can be done in a day or hours, but I chose to read during work downtime. If you know who Brittany is, follow her at IG or like diary-style books, autobiography/nonfiction, I'd recommend this book. ... More... More
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